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allen brain atlas wikipedia - history in 2001 paul allen gathered a group of scientists including james watson and steven
pinker to discuss the future of neuroscience and what could be done to enhance neuroscience research jones 2009 during
these meetings david anderson from the california institute of technology proposed the idea that a three dimensional atlas of
gene expression in the mouse brain would be of great, mri stroke data set released neuroscience news - the atlas
dataset which took more than 500 hours to create is now available for download this image depicts the distribution of lesions
in the dataset the redder the color the more patients had lesions in that region, neuroanatomy atlas in clinical context
structures - neuroanatomy atlas in clinical context is unique in integrating clinical information correlations and terminology
with neuroanatomical concepts it provides everything students need to not only master the anatomy of the central nervous
system but also understand its clinical relevance ensuring preparedness for exams and clinical rotations, neuroscience
and intelligence wikipedia - neuroscience and intelligence refers to the various neurological factors that are partly
responsible for the variation of intelligence within a species or between different species a large amount of research in this
area has been focused on the neural basis of human intelligence historic approaches to study the neuroscience of
intelligence consisted of correlating external head parameters, neuroscience neurology cases clinical cases - a guide to
clinical cases available online and within library books, brain serotonin dopamine epinephrine and norepinephrine brain serotonin dopamine epinephrine norepinephrine neurotransmitters discussed by john allman jaak panksepp covers
molecular structure synthesis neural pathways and function in the brain
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